Helping Inventors
Protect Their Ideas: An
Expe! System for
Patent Applications

Summary
Many people in the United States have a negative
perception of government, seeing it as slow,
ine!cient, and bureaucratic. However, millions of
Americans rely on legal processes from the
government every single day, whether it be
renewing passpo"s, applying for food stamps, or
#ling taxes. My project aims to make one such
ordeal simpler and more cost-e$ective by helping
inventors #le for patents.
Since I am heavily interested in law and computer
science, I decided to create an interactive legal

aid as a computer program that could guide users
in #lling out their patent applications. This would
allow thousands of small-time inventors to patent
their ideas without hassle, and receive the credit
they deserve.
I worked hard to build this program so that it
could #ll out each #eld of the required forms and
speci#cation sheets. My research focused on
#nding the right tool to develop my program,
understanding the process to #le a patent, and
gathering feedback from potential users of my
program.
My project was powered by an expe" system, or a
rule-based system which uses complex
algorithms to make decisions based on known
facts. I was able to learn more about expe"
systems through a course I took at school.
This project aims to raise awareness about a new
set of challenges and resolutions that lie in a
growing #eld referred to as computational law. In
the future, I plan to work on new innovations in
this #eld, and also hope to improve and
maintain this project.

Question / Proposal

In tenth grade, some friends and I worked
together at a hackathon to build an app that
could transfer data between devices with highfrequency sound. A%er presenting our product to
the judges and other pa"icipants, we became
concerned that not much was keeping others
from copying our idea. Patenting our idea would
have cost us upwards of #%een thousand
dollars and entire days of spare time.
It is quite clear that many inventors around the
country do not receive credit where it is due.
O%entimes, corporate conglomerates have
enough resources to overpower any so" of
retaliation from independent creators who
a&empt to seek legal or #nancial compensation
for their stolen idea.
The US's transition to a #rst-inventor-to-#le
country in 2013 makes this problem even more
consequential. (Fig. 1) First-inventor-to-#le means
that if someone is the #rst to invent something
unique, he or she will be given rights to a patent
only if he or she #les before anyone else does. So,
I asked myself if I could create a product that can
help people #le patents in a more time-sensitive
and economical manner.
This fall, I took a computer science course at my
school which dealt with expe" systems, or rulebased systems which, similar to professionals, can
make intricate decisions based on sets of

observations. These systems are powe'ul, but
they were ahead of their time as a"i#cial
intelligence tools in the 1980s. I decided to #nd
out if I could solve my patent #ling problem by
repurposing this technology.

Research
In order to learn about the most e!cient way to
#le a patent, I needed to interview someone who
knows much more about the process of #ling for
a patent than I do. I was in luck when I found out
that an old friend of my father's happened to run
an international patent law #rm in India.
A%er connecting me with one of the lawyers that
worked at the #rm, I was able to schedule multiple
calls over the span of a few months with my new

legal mentor, Harita. As one might imagine, I
needed to #rst validate the need for my potential
solution before anything else, so I asked Harita if
she or any of her colleagues knew of any utility
that could help inventors directly #le for patents.
She explained to me that while there was nothing
that could o$er help similar to a lawyer for #ling a
patent, there was the option of using a webbased application introduced by the USPTO
(United States Patent and Trademark O!ce)
called EFS-Web, which allowed patent forms to be
#lled out entirely online.
I realized therea%er that my proposed project
could actually bene#t from EFS-Web by #lling in
#elds of legal forms for the user.
To be sure that I was not blindly skipping over
potential solutions for the problem I identi#ed, I
scoured the internet for possible solutions, and
although I was able to #nd a few patent
application generators, they were simply online
options for #lling out patent application forms,
similar to EFS-Web. No so%ware online o$ered
the expe"ise in advising what should be included
in each #eld for the forms. In fact, I also searched
the USPTO's Patent Database for inventions that
described my idea, which was a bit ironic.
There are two main ways in which my project
could save costs of time and money. The #rst,

being the most obvious, would allow small-time
inventors to earn credit for what they create.
Instead of delaying the process of #ling for a
patent, which happens all too much, inventors
could #le immediately a%er creating their novel
product. The second bene#t would be for wellintentioned inventors that lose time and money
from being sued by patent trolls. Patent trolls are
scheming lawyers that #le for obvious and
broad patents to pro#t o$ of legal ownership in
the future. Instead of making an invention
available to bene#t potential users or even to spur
fu"her innovation, they keep the rights to the
patent to themselves until a company inevitably
bids to purchase their patent or is forced to pay
millions due to a patent infringement case.
Below, I have included a table describing how
much patent troll cases have costed US
companies per year (Table 1), a Gan& cha"
describing my project timeline (Table 2), and a
(owcha" illustrating how I expected my expe"
system to navigate the decision tree of #ling a
patent (Figure 2).

Method / Testing and
Redesign
Since my project focuses on a so%ware
application, I have less of a need for the traditional
"testing" procedures that an experiment may
usually require. Therefore, I am using this section
to iterate over three points which will describe the
method I used to help inventors #le patents more
easily. First, I will focus on why I chose an expe"
system as the basis for my #ling program. Next, I
will explain in fu"her detail the process I
embarked on to conve" the legal knowledge of a

patent lawyer into logical sequences of rules for
my expe" system. Finally, I will provide the results
of a survey that reveals how users felt about my
expe" system in terms of impact and usability.
More recently than ever, machine learning has
been all the rage. Techniques which allow
computers to learn with experience over time
have been making some especially impac)ul
contributions. However, machine learning
applications are not ideal for processes that we
already know the mechanics of, and so it is always
best to consider whether the blatant application
of a machine learning model to a problem is truly
the best method for solving the problem.
In the case of patent applications, my research
showed that we already know about the process
for applying for a patent, and therefore could use
early AI technologies, such as expe" systems, to
simulate a vi"ual legal aid. Expe" systems also
make sense as a solution given that the patent
application process is fairly static. There might be
minimal statute changes every few years, but
there is no real guesswork involved to predict
constant changes to the process.
One of the #rst steps to creating an expe"
system is to #nd an expe". As I mentioned
previously in the Research phase, my legal expe"
for this project was Harita. Usually, programmers
will interview their expe"s and take notes on how

their expe"s make decisions. This can be di!cult
to do since it requires a set of interpersonal skills
to be able to communicate with an expe" and
also make the entire process seamless for them. I
personally had about 10 interviews with Harita,
and I always read the relevant sections of
NOLO's Patent It Yourself book before each
interview as a sta"ing point, so I could focus on
asking Harita for answers to questions instead of
basic legal explanations. (Fig. 3) Of course, the
USPTO's own website was also a huge help for me
to understand the patent application process. My
expe" system was coded with Jess, a listbased development environment declassi#ed by
Sandia National Laboratory in 2008. (Fig. 4)
A%er #nishing my program, I was determined to
understand whether people would want to use it.
Thus, I sampled a random population of
engineers over social media pla)orms such as
Reddit, Facebook, and LinkedIn. I asked questions
about patent experience and recorded my results.
I also shared screenshots of my system at work
and asked for feedback. (Fig. 5 and 6)

What is an Expert System?

How does an expert system work?

Results
As referenced in the Testing phase, I created a
survey to calculate the amount of interest my
product had amongst scientists, tinkerers,
inventors, and engineers. Table 3 includes
statistics regarding the responses to each yes or
no question, which gauged the need, uniqueness,
and the potential magnitude of the impact of my
expe" system.
In order to extract data about whether there was
a need for my product, and also if there were

features I needed to add or change, I split my
results phase into two sections. The #rst section
discusses the general results of the
aforementioned survey, while the second po"ion
is a brief look at the feedback and constructive
criticism I received from survey takers.
To carry out my survey, I had to #rst build a
Google Form which would ask for yes or no
responses for the questions that I needed to know
the answers to, such as #nding out if a lack of
time and resources ever prohibited people from
#ling their own patents. In order to account for
possible bias with how people might respond
based on the order of the questions, I also
selected an option to have my questions randomly
shu*ed. A%er people #lled out this #rst po"ion of
the survey, with simple questions that relied on no
background knowledge, I emailed each
respondent of the #rst survey to #ll out a second
survey, which described my idea to help people
#le their own patents, included the screenshots in
Figures 4 and 5, and asked if people would be
willing to use my expe" system to #le a patent in
the future. Again, I shu*ed the questions and
answers so as to eliminate possible psychological
bias when taking the survey.
The overall trend I noticed was that people
genuinely appreciated my idea and were eager to
be able to use it. Although I did receive some
interesting and impo"ant feedback, the survey

results overwhelmingly con#rmed the need
for my project.
The second pa" of my results shined a light on
three main pieces of feedback. First, many
respondents believed that although they
understood how the expe" system asked for user
input as pa" of the command-line inte'ace (CLI),
the user inte'ace could be made more friendly
and become easier to use if it included a graphical
inte'acing option, which would be less daunting
for less experienced computer users. Second,
some users hoped for more granular options,
such as the ability to respond with "I'm not sure" or
"I don't know" for pa"icular questions, in which
case the system would fall back on other
questions to distinguish between two options for
a decision. Finally, some made the suggestion of
open sourcing the so%ware so that a network of
developers could keep the program updated with
new regulations as they are created.
Given that all of these suggestions can be
implemented, I was pleasantly surprised to #nd
that my initial project idea makes sense and has
the potential of positive real-world impact.

Conclusion
Overall, my results showed a clear suppo" for my
idea of developing an expe" system to aid
inventors in #ling their own patent applications.
Many inventors have thought of patenting an idea,
but have not done so due to the lack of time,
money, lawyers, or other so"s of resources. Given
that many survey respondents agreed that
they would recommend my product to a friend,
and would likely use the program in the near
future in order to #le a patent, I can ce"ainly say
that my expe" system solves for the problem of
ine!cient patent #ling.
Although my survey data was likely accurate in
terms of the general image it po"rayed for users'
opinions, my survey questions had space to
improve by becoming more neutral so
respondents would not be pushed in a speci#c
direction. In the future, I may also use a Kano
model survey so I can decide which features to
prioritize over others as pa" of my product. The
Kano model asks survey respondents to group
opinions about features into #ve distinct
categories (like it, expect it, neutral, tolerate it,
and dislike it) and can serve as a be&er indicator
of whether people truly appreciate each of my
product's features. Additionally, there was not
much data available that described just how many
people avoided a patent application due to

resource-insensitivity. However, given that the
patent law industry is wo"h billions of dollars, I
am less concerned about the absence of
statistics that delineate just how large the
problem of complex patent applications is.
Throughout this entire process, I also found
con#rmation that an expe" system was the best
tool I could use to develop my program, as it
enabled me to create a complicated set of rules
which would match the thinking process of a
patent a&orney. Therefore, my project proposal
was fairly successful.
In the future, I will be implementing
the suggestions I received about my expe"
system. I hope to develop macOS and Windows
desktop applications that include a graphical user
inte'ace (GUI) which can make users feel much
more comfo"able with #ling their own patents. I
will also be looking to include fuzzy logic in my
expe" system, which allows users to select an "I'm
not sure" option in response to questions. Of
course, I will also be making my expe" system
open source on GitHub soon, so so%ware
developers across the world can help me maintain
the program and keep it free for users
everywhere.
Although this project is not exclusively involved
with STEM subject areas, I believe that it is
impo"ant to think about the applications of
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computer science in our world at a much broader
scale and understand that computers can aid
society in just about anything, including the
humanities and the law. Hopefully, with the work
that I have presented, other Google Science Fair
scholars will have the oppo"unity to #le patents
for their own discoveries and inventions, and
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About me

Hello! My name is Nakul Bajaj, and I am a junior at
The Harker School in Cupe"ino, California. I was
born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and have lived in
quite a few places across the United States.
Currently, two of my deepest passions are
computer and political science. Although these
may seem like completely di$erent areas of study,
I enjoy them both and actually #nd more
connections between the two than people might

think. For example, the role of social media in
politics as well as cybersecurity risks of electronic
voting deal with both of these #elds. My interest
in computer science largely comes from
experimentation with building iOS apps in middle
school, and my passion for political science stems
from my involvement with the speech and debate
team at school.
Some of the people I am inspired by include Steve
Jobs and Elon Musk. Although these #gures may
seem trite as role models, they have
always represented the impo"ance of design and
usability more than anything else.
In college, I hope to be able to double major in
computer science and political science. For my
career, I would be more than happy to be able to
work in the space of cybersecurity for the federal
government, or in civic technology for a countylevel government.
Winning a prize at this year's Google Science Fair
would allow me to elevate the impo"ance of using
computer science to tackle government-level
problems, something that we de#nitely need to
raise more awareness about.

Health & Safety

Since my entire project was based on developing
a so%ware application, I did not have any tangible
health and safety risks. I did not work with any
mentors for the development of my expe"
system, but did interview my legal expe", Harita,
quite a few times over the phone.
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